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Add warmth to the holidays with Southwest crab or shrimp cakes
By Susie Iventosch
quickly discovered that Marilyn
always gravitated toward the crab
cakes on the menu, while Lynn
was tempted by the tiramisu.
“Our favorite place to have
both was the wonderful restaurant
in Walnut Creek — Speidini’s,
which is no longer there, but a
favorite for both of us,” Lynn recounted.
Now that Marilyn is semi-retired, she’s traveling the globe and
Lynn says that instead of sending
pictures of herself and her husband
in some famous, far-away destination, she sends photos of the most
amazing crab cakes or tiramisu
they’ve enjoyed along the journey.
I really love this idea and

would love to join in the adventure, but in the meantime, I traveled to my kitchen put together a
recipe that works both for shrimp
and crab cakes. I had never made
shrimp cakes before, and they were
awesome. We served them with
blue cheese-yogurt dressing spiced
up with hot sauce. Just add a salad,
and you have a beautiful dinner
ready to go.
If you have a favorite crab cake
or tiramisu recipe, or have had an
amazing one in a local restaurant
or in your travels that you’d like to
share, please email it to me so we
can expand our quest!

Cooking Term of the Week
Timbale

Southwest Crab and Shrimp Cakes

his is the time of year when I
start to think about new crab
recipes. For some reason, January
and crab go together in my mind
and crab cakes came up in conversation at a recent holiday luncheon.

T

Timbale is a drum-shaped mold that is slightly tapered toward the
bottom. Usually the food that is made in this mold is a custard-based
recipe that is turned out of the mold before serving. Both the dish itself
and the recipe made in the dish are referred to as a timbale. A timbale
can also be a high-sided pie crust that holds meat or fruit.
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Oddly enough, this conversation
was prompted by the delivery of a
lovely slice of tiramisu.
Lynn Ballou, who writes
Lynn’s Top Five, a column offering financial planning advice, told

me she’d love to travel the globe
in search of the perfect tiramisu
and crab cakes. In fact, when she
and her colleague, Marilyn Plum,
first met they attended many business luncheons together and very

Susie can be reached at
suziventosch@gmail.com.
This recipe can be found on our
website: www.lamorindaweekly.com.
If you would like to share your favorite
recipe with Susie please contact her
by email or call our office at
(925) 377-0977.

Southwest Crab or Shrimp Cakes
(Makes 8 crab or shrimp cakes)

INGREDIENTS
1 pound, (roughly 3 cups) chopped cooked shrimp or crab meat
1 Tbsp. grated red onion
1 clove garlic, minced or pressed
1 Tbsp. fresh-squeezed lime juice
2 Tbsp. finely chopped cilantro leaves
½ jalapeño pepper, very finely diced (optional)
1 egg
1 tsp. hot sauce
1 Tbsp. mayonnaise (need for crab cakes, but not necessary for shrimp cakes)
1 cup panko, divided into 1/3 cup for inside cakes and 2/3 cup for exterior coating
½ tsp. each salt and pepper
2 Tbsp. olive oil for cooking
Garnish: Lime wedges and cilantro leaves
Blue cheese dressing with hot sauce for dipping

DIRECTIONS
Remove tails from shrimp and place in the bowl of the food processor. With the
metal blade pulse 8 to 10 times, until shrimp is chopped but not too pasty. (For crab,
don’t process meat.) Transfer meat to a medium-sized bowl.
Add 1/3 cup panko (reserve 2/3 cup for coating exterior of cakes) and all remaining ingredients except olive oil. Mix well and divide into eight equal portions. Form
into patties and then coat on all sides in panko crumbs seasoned with salt and pepper.
At this point, you can cook the crab cakes and serve, or you can refrigerate them
ahead of time to cook later in the day.
When ready to cook, heat oil on griddle over medium-high heat. Place cakes on
griddle and cook for about 3-4 minutes per side, or until golden brown.
Garnish with lime wedge, cilantro leaves and a spoonful of spicy blue cheese
dressing.

Pressures on high school students
By Sophia McManus
children succeed, strict parents prevented students from embracing
the failure associated with learning.
Even with supportive teachers
and parents, the stress of school pervades. Pressure from fellow peers,
an often-overlooked factor, is suffocating for many students. Since
classmates spend so much time
inside classrooms, many students
incorporate their academic success
with social standing. Students tend
to know where they stand compared to others even when there is
no ranking system. They know who
got the least amount of sleep, who
was accepted to prestigious colleges, who aced the final exam.
The problem with this competitive mindset is the desire to be
the best. Students find themselves
wishing others to fail a test, to have
a better comparative grade for colleges. Although thoughts like these
are fleeting, there is still a divide
in friendships caused by grades.
The competitive atmosphere between peers undermines the sense
of community and camaraderie that
students desperately needed.
Furthermore, the self-awareness of the pressures within school
leads students to prove their self
worth as the one that “struggles the
most.” Many view lack of sleep as
an indicator of success. The association of poor mental health with
success leads students to extenuate
their own mental health problems.
This inevitably contributes to the
perpetuated notion that unhappiness is necessary in high school.
In response to this competitive
atmosphere, some students ridicule
others that are seen to work too hard
in classes, calling them “try hards”
as an insult. With the ongoing academic competition, those unwilling
to compete for a top spot choose to
make fun of those that are.
The academic competition
ultimately causes a sense of un-

Sophia McManus is a junior at Bentley Upper School in Lafayette. She
is member of the Lafayette teen advisory board and the Touchstone
competitive climbing team. Sophia enjoys reading, logic games, and
writing.

happiness and division between
students. To mitigate the sense of
competition, students must support
each other, and help each other to
do their best. It should not be about
who got an A, but how many people are able to get an A. The community around the school should

take pride in educating everyone,
not providing a list of elite students.
Schools alone are not responsible
for changing the pressure on students.
It is up to the community to change
the perspective around grades. The
emphasis on grades deters from the
importance of education, since it

discourages any mistakes. Of course
grades matter, it would be ignorant to
say otherwise, but receiving worse
grades with challenging courses far
exceeds the benefits of an “easy A.”
Motivation and a passion for learning
are more important lessons than one
bad test score.
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Healthy Lifestyles
– special section in Lamorinda Weekly

This special section will be published inside the January 24 issue of Lamorinda
Weekly and will focus on healthy habits such as eating right, exercise, and
preventing injuries as well as information related to managing mental and physical
health, chronic ailments and disease.
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Advertorial Feature

When you need a doctor and you need one now
By Nick Marnell
Lafayee

This is an opportunity to submit content to
share with our readers: up to 700 words with a
photo, logo and contact information.

Luxurious Body Treatments
Vichy Shower Hydrotherapy
Massages
Facials
By appointment only
925-695-9772
www.sagestudiospa.com

A

medical industry trend has descended upon Lamorinda
with the opening in August of a third urgent care facility over the past four years.
The urgent care industry developed out of the frustrations of medical patients who, with little time and patience
for doctors and hospitals, demanded unscheduled appointments, an accessible location and lower costs, all with the
presumption of superior service.
The business model appears to be delivering what customers expect, as according to the Urgent Care Association
of America, at 90 percent of urgent care centers the wait
time to see a provider is 30 minutes or less, and patients are
in and out in one hour or less at 84 percent of all urgent care
centers. There are more than 8,000 urgent care centers in the
U.S., and some estimates project more than 12,000 centers
within two years.
Urgent care facilities tend to be positioned in high-visibility, consumer-accessible locations, which may explain
why two centers have opened in Orinda and one in Lafayette, but none in Moraga. “I’m not aware of any requests
for these kinds of business uses in my five years here,” said
Ellen Clark, Moraga planning director.
The first Lamorinda urgent care center opened in Lafayette in 2013. “It’s doing very well,” said Rob O’Reilly, Moraga resident and one of the principals of Stat Med, an urgent
care facility that specializes in staffing trained emergency
room doctors. “Lafayette is not our model clinic, though, as
it is in a medical building and not in a retail location.”
O’Reilly said the ideal site for an urgent care center provides accessibility to 50,000 people within a seven minute
drive, another reason why his home town may not be an
ideal location for a clinic. His company has opened a second
facility in Concord.
Often hospitals themselves will open an urgent care
center to siphon off some of their own emergency room
patients and to help reduce health care costs. The Sutter
East Bay Medical Foundation opened an urgent care facility in Orinda in 2016 but temporarily closed it in May due
to challenges with doctor staffing, according to company
spokesman Clayton Warren. “Providing quality care to our
patients is our highest priority and we won’t compromise
our promise to deliver the safest level of care until we have
the necessary clinical staffing levels at this location,” Warren said.

It did not take long for a competitor to step into the Orinda void. On Aug. 31, John Muir Health opened an urgent
care center directly across the street from the closed Sutter
Health location. The new Orinda center has seen more than
100 patients a week. “This exceeds our projections and the
number of patients continues to grow,” said Ben Drew of
John Muir Health. “And there are no physician staffing issues despite the increased volume of patients.”
Younger patients mentioned one of their specific reasons
for using urgent care facilities. “All of my friends used them
in Oregon,” said 20-something Eden Gavce of Moraga.
“That way parents don’t have to know every time you go to
the doctor.”
For those who feel that even urgent care clinics are not
convenient enough, a 2015 San Francisco-based startup
may fill the bill. Plush, an online urgent care provider, will
set up an online chat for $99 with a physician who can provide a diagnosis and prescribe medications. Company representative Amanda Windsor said that Plush is taking health
care to rural areas and will provide a way for the uninsured
to enjoy health care, though she said that millennials would
be more likely to try the company business model.
Though none appear in Lamorinda, free-standing emergency rooms are also gaining momentum. According to
Hospital and Health Networks, there are more than 500 of
these stand-alone facilities in the country and industry experts project there could soon be as many as 2,000. Unlike
urgent care centers, these facilities are open 24/7, they typically charge standard ER rates and provide more sophisticated diagnostic equipment than urgent care centers, such as
X-ray machines, CT scanners and labs.
All companies mentioned in this article stress that, while
urgent care facilities provide outpatient care for acute or
chronic illnesses or injuries, if you encounter a true medical
emergency, call 911 for transport to a hospital emergency
room. Emergency ambulance transport is provided in Lamorinda by the Moraga-Orinda Fire District and the Contra
Costa County Fire Protection District, which according to
Patricia Frost, director of emergency medical services for
Contra Costa Health Services, are not permitted to take patients to urgent care centers.
“We sometimes get calls from the urgent care center, and
we will transport patients from the urgent care center to a
hospital,” said MOFD Interim Fire Chief Jerry Lee.

Diablo Acupuncture
Experience the Difference

Dr. Sophia Scheffel, L.Ac has received both
her masters and doctorate in acupuncture
and Chinese Medicine. Dr. Scheffel has
expertise in treating chronic pain; allergies,
asthma and immune disorders; sleep, anxiety, depression and other mental emotional
imbalances as well as oncology support.
She’s a Lamorinda native, having graduated from
Miramonte in 1998 and wanted to bring her
practice back
to the area in
which she grew
up to help her
community
attain optimal
health.

Consider acupuncture and
working with
Dr. Scheffel to
bring yourself
into optimal
health.

Dr. Sophia Scheffel, LAc
925.268.0117
diabloacupuncture.com

Prostate Relief With Rezum
By Judson Brandeis, MD

A

s a urologist, one of the most common urological conditions I treat is benign
prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) or an enlarged prostate. This is a condition that
happens to most all men as they get older. It is a problem because as the gland
grows, it presses on the urethra and causes urination problems such as a weak stream,
difficulty urinating, or the sensation of a frequent need to urinate.
In the past, the standard of care for BPH has included mediation and/or surgery. Men
are typically started on medications and given a chance to see if the medications improve
their symptoms. Some men notice considerable improvement in symptoms with
medication, while others do not. Unfortunately, medications come with side effects
that some men do not tolerate well. Therefore, some men prefer minimally invasive
procedures to relieve enlarged prostate symptoms.
One option that has been around for several years is minimally invasive heat therapies.
Thermotherapy delivers targeted heat within the prostate with either radiofrequency
or microwave therapy to reduce excess prostatic tissue. These procedures require only
local anesthesia in the office setting. The patient is able to return home shortly after the
procedure has been performed and can resume normal activities within a few days.

A more recent technological advancement with the most promising results is the Rezūm
water vapor therapy. Rezūm water vapor therapy is a safe and effective in office or
outpatient BPH therapy designed to transform your treatment experience. The Rezūm
System uses the power of just a few drops of water to treat the symptoms of BPH with
minimal discomfort and rapid symptom relief while preserving erectile function and
urinary continence. Patients will typically spend less than one hour in the office, return to regular activities within a few days, and see BPH
symptom improvement in as soon as two weeks. We are the first urology group in the area to be trained to perform this treatment.
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unior year is infamous among
students as the hardest year of
high school. Juniors are expected
to challenge themselves with the
most rigorous courses and maintain
a schedule of extracurriculars in the
hopes of admittance to a good college. There is a mounting pressure
to succeed, which stifles the passion for learning.
Many students have grown to
believe that a high GPA is the only
indicator of success. They are hesitant to challenge themselves, worried that a poor test score will be
detrimental to their grades. It takes
a large influence to deter students
from this level of thinking.
For me, my physics teacher
helped me rediscover how to view
learning. She opened my eyes to
see testing as a learning experience,
rather than a way to demonstrate
knowledge. She gave tests that
forced students to apply material to
new situations, favoring the experience over results. Despite the poor
scores, she never made the tests
easier. Instead, she encouraged test
corrections where students had to
explain the physical implications
of their incorrect answer, and their
correct answer. In her class, students were forced to think critically, and embrace their mistakes.
My teacher even agreed to add
money for an end-of-the-year party
if students caught her mistakes.
This normalized mistakes, ensuring students would value learning
material more than messing up.
Despite the teacher’s emphasis
on learning rather than testing, she
often had to combat the fear of failure instilled by parents. When the
first physics test was returned most
students immediately asked the
teacher, “Can you email my parents
and explain that everyone got this
score?” The threat of punishments
left students terrified of a bad test
score. Rather than helping their
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These minimally invasive therapies are ideal for patients who fail medications or do not want to take daily medications for the rest of their lives. If
you have BPH, you should have a yearly exam to monitor your symptoms and to discuss changes in treatment.
Dr. Brandeis is a Board Certified Urologist with Pacific Urology and one of the first urologist in the area to be
trained to perform the Rezūm treatment. He has extensive experience in treating all urologic conditions and
specializes in minimally-invasive BPH treatments, prostate cancer and kidney stones. For more information call
925-937-7740 or visit www.PacificUrology.com
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